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Abst rac t - -  Consider the nonautonomous hyperlogistic delay difference quation 
Ax~ =p~x~(1-x~_k~) r, n=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where {p~} is a sequence of positive real numbers, {k~} a sequence of nonnegative integers uch 
that {n - k=} is nondecreasing, and r a ratio of two odd integers. Our main results give sufficient 
conditions that guarantee every solution to be positive. The conditions under which, for all n > 1, 
either x~ > 1 or 0 < x~ < 1 are given, respectively. For the asymptotic behavior, we give sufficient 
conditions that guarantee every positive solution to converge to the equilibrium x = 1 of the model, or 
to  oscillate about 1. The results improve and generalize some recent results established by Chen and 
Yu [1] and Zhou and Zhang [2]. Some remarks and examples illustrate our theorems. The methods 
used here are different from those in [3]. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -G loba l  attractivity, Hyperlogistic delay difference quation, Oscillation, Positive so- 
lution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the asymptotic behavior of solutions of difference quations with delay was studied in 
many papers, see [1-14]. For additional background and results, we refer to the monograph by 
Kocic and Ladas [5]. In this paper, we consider the so-called hyperlogistic nonautonomous delay 
difference quation 
Axn =p~x~ (1 - x~_k~) ", n---- 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (1) 
where {p~} is a sequence of positive real numbers, {ks} a sequence of nonnegative integers such 
that {n - k~} is nondecreasing, Ax~ = x~+l - x~, r a ratio of two odd integers. Equation (1) 
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contains as a special case the equations 
Ax~ = p~xn(1 - x~-k),  n = O, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (2) 
and 
Axn = pnx~(1-  x,_k)  ~, n = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . .  (2)' 
The global attractivity of the equilibrium x = 1 and the oscillation of solutions of equation (2) 
has been studied by [1,2,4,8,14]. In [2], it is proved that if 
+co 
Z Pn -~- +~,  
n=O 
and for sufficiently large n, 
8=n--kn 
holds, then every positive solution of (2) tends to 1, where 5 satisfies e x2/2 = 1 + 1/x.  In [1,8], it 
is proved that if 
lira inf Ps > (3) \V jY /  ' 
S~n- -k  
then every positive solution of equation (2) oscillates about  i. 
In most  results of the above papers, it is supposed that the solution {x~} satisfies xn  > 0 for 
every n, but we  find that this does not always hold. Please see Remark  2 in Section 2. 
Mot ivated by  the papers ment ioned  above, four prob lems appear  naturally. The  first one is 
under  what  conditions every solution satisfies xn  > O. The second one is under  what  conditions 
every positive solution converges to i. The  third one is under  what  conditions the solution 
satisfies x~ > 1 for all n, or 0 < xn < 1 for all n. And  the last one is under  what  conditions 
every solution of (2)' or (2) oscillates about  1 when (3) is not valid. Our  a ims in this paper are 
as follows. 
In Section 2, to obtain the sufficient conditions that govern every solution of (i) to be positive. 
In Section 3~ to give sufficient conditions for every positive solution of (I) to converge to I. In 
Section 4, sufficient conditions for every solution of (I) to satisfy xn  > 1 for all n or 0 < xn  < I 
for all n are given, respectively. In Section 5, given sufficient conditions that govern every positive 
solution of (2) oscillate about  1 when (3) is not valid and  sufficient conditions for every positive 
solution of (2)' to oscillate about I. 
Our  results improve and  generalize some recent results established by  Chen and  Yu  [I] and  
Zhou and  Zhang [2] (see Remark  3 in Section 3 and  Remark  5 in Section 5). The  methods  used 
here are different f rom those in [2]. 
As usual, we let 7 = - min{n - k~, n > 0} be a positive integer, ~0 -- max{n : n - kn < 0} -I- 1, 
= max{n : n - kn < a0} + 1. By a solution of equation (1), we mean a sequence {x~} which is 
defined for n > -% and satisfies (1) for n __ 0. The initial condition of equation (1) is 
xi =a i ,  i=  -% -7+ 1 , . . . ,0 ,  (4) 
with ai > 0, for i -- -%-7  + 1 , . . . ,0 .  
Equation (1) or (2)' can be viewed as the discrete type of the following equation 
N'(t)  = r( t )N(t) (1 - N(t  - ~-(t))) ~, (5) 
which was called hyperlogistie differential equation, posed in [15] and studied by many authors, 
see [13,15,16] and the references cited therein. 
2. THE POSIT IV ITY  OF  SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we  give the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that there axe real numbers ~ > 0 and 0 > 1 such that 
f i  p j<a,  n=a0,~0+l , . . . ;  
j=n- -k~ 
Pn~,  n=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  
where c~ is the real root of the transcendental equation 
~) o~ 1/~ + 1 i ( i  e -~) a l / r  exp c~ -- - - -  = 
r 
And suppose 
00~ l i t  "~- 1 1 + a 1/~ 
Oal/" (1+/3) ~< a l /~  
hold. Furthermore, the initial condition satisfies 
Oc~ 1/r + 1 
0 < Xi < o0~l/r , i = - r ,  - r  + 1 , . . . ,  -1 ,  0. (6) 
Then every solution of equation (1) with initial condition (6) satisfies 
a 1/~ + 1 
0 < x ,  < c~U-------7--- , n = 1, 2 , . . . .  
The proof is similar to that in [6] and is then omitted. 
REMARK I. Since (I < oal / r+ l)/0a I/r < (a l /~+ 1)/aUr, Theorem 1 gives the sufficient 
conditions which guarantee xn > 0 for each solution {xn} of equation (I) with initial condition (6). 
REMARK 2. We give an example as follows to show that the solution of equation (2) is not always 
positive. 
Ax~ = 1.3x,~(1 - x~- l ) ,  n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
\) 
where p~ - 1.3, ks -- 1, A -- 0. The initial condition is x-1 -- 0.23, x0 = 0.2, then Xl --- 0.4002, 
x2 -- 0.8164, x3 = 1.453, x4 = 1.7998, x5 = 0.7399, however, x6 -- -0 .62938, . . . .  
3. GLOBAL ATTRACTIV ITY  
In this section, we give the sufficient conditions that guarantee very positive solution to 
converge to 1 as n --~ oc. 






<1, i r:l 




Suppose that {x~} is a positive solution of equation (1). We divided the proof into three 
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STEP 1. {X~} is eventual ly  greater than 1. Choosing N1 such that  x,~-k~ > 1 for n >_ N1. 
By (1), we see Ax,~ _< 0 for n >_ N1, hence, l imn~+oo xn = At exists, we prove At = 1. Otherwise, 
At > 1, we choose N2 > N1 and At > c > 1 such that  1 + 6(1 - e) ~ > 0, then we get 
AXn <_ pnx~(1 - e) ~, n >_ N2. 
Since 1 +p~(1  - c) ~ >_ 1÷5(1  - E)" > 0, one has 
In z~+l  _< in [1 + p~(1 - e) ~] <_ p~(1 - e) ' ,  
Xn 
Hence, 
n >_ N1. 
Then, we get 
5gn+l 
>_ l+pn(1- -e )  r, n>_N4. 
Xn 
Since ln(1 + x) >_ (1/2)x  for x e [0, 1] 
In Xn+ l
Xn 
I t  is easy to derive a contradict ion by 
STEP  3. {Xn} i s  osci l latory about  1. 
prove that  {x~} is bounded.  
Let lnxn  = y~, for n ~ 0, then {y~} is osci l latory and bounded,  and (1) becomes  
Ayn : in[1 +pn (1 - e y~-k")r], n = 0,1 ,2 , . . . .  
We prove now that  lim,~-~+oo Yn = 0. Let 
lira sup y~ = u, 
n---+ -~- OO 
l im inf y~ = v. 
n--+~-oo 
Then, - co  < v < 0 < u < +co.  For any c > 0, there is N5 such that  
vl =v-e<y~_k~ <u+e=Ul ,  n>_Ns. 
Ay~ __ in [1 q- Pn (1 - e "~)~], 
Ay~ _> in [1 q- Pn (1 -- e ~)~] ,  
n >_ Ns, (11) 
n >_ Ns. (12) 
Choose two subsequence of {y~}, denoted by {y~,} and {Ym,} with N5 _< n l  < n2 < ' . '  and 
N~ < ml  < m2 < . - '  such that  
y,~ >0,  Y~i >--Yni-i, i=1 ,2 , . . . ,  l im y,~ =u,  
i---+OO 
Ym~ < O, Ym~ >-- Yn~-l, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  l im Ym~ ~ v. 
and pn(1 - E) r < 6(1 - c) ~ < 1, then 
1 1 > - n >_ 
(8) and the proof  is omit ted.  
By a similar method of that  in Theorem 1 in [6], we can 
(IO) 
Xn+l In <_( l -e )  r ~ps .  
XN1 s=N1 
Lett ing n ~ ÷co ,  we get a contradict ion by (8). 
STEP 2. {Xn} is eventual ly  less than  1. Choose Na such that  xn-k~ < 1 for n _> N3. Then, 
Axn  >_ 0, so l im~+~o x~ = At exists. We prove that  At = 1, otherwise, At < 1, we choose 1 > e > 0 
and N4 > N3 such that  6(1 - e) ~ < 1 and xn-~ < c for n > N4. Again,  we have 
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By (10), one gets Ym-l-k~,_t ~-- 0 and then there is n*, ni - 1 - km_l < n* < ni - i such that 
yn; < 0, y~ > 0 for n* + 1 < n < ni. Choose a number ~i E [0, 1) such that 
Using the inequality 
we get 
Yn* + ~i (Yn*+l -- Yn~) = O. 
(~ ) 
a~ i ( i=1 
- ~ ' 




:~ i  (Yn*+l --Yn*) + E i n [ i+p~( i  - e '~-~)  ~] 
s=j--kj 




ln[1 +Ps (1 - e'~) ~] 
< (n* - j + kj + ~i) In [1 
~;- J+b+¢~ ~ ' s=j--kj 
for j - kj < n*. Then, 
eYJ-k~ 
( ~;-1 
1+(1  -eV ' )  ~ 1 
s=j-kj  
By (1 +x/n)  -n > 1 - x, for n > 0, x > 0, we have 
~;-1 ) 
eY~-kJ _> 1 - (1 - eVl) ~ ¢~;nr + ~ p~ 
s=j--kj 
Now, using (10), for n* _< n < ni, if n - k~ < n* and Y~-k. _< 0, we get 
Ay,~ < in [1 + p~(1 - e u~'k~)] 
~_ln [X +pn(J---eVl)r ('iPn* 
If n - k,~ < n* and Y,~-k~ > 0, then 





Ayn<O<ln  l+pn(1 -eV l )  r ~iPn*+ E Ps • 
8~Z--kn 
If n - kn > n*, since {n - kn) is nondecreasing and n~ - 1 > n, then ni - 1 - kn~-i > n -  k~ > n* 
so ni - 1 - k~- i  > n*. This contradicts n* _> n~ - 1 - k,~-l.  Hence, this case is impossible. 
Therefore, one gets 
Ay~_<ln l+p~(1- -e '~)  ~ ~iP~ + E Ps • (15) 
• 8~--kn 
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Thus, by (11),(13)-(15), we get 
ni--1 
yn, =yn~+l+ ~ (~s+l-ys) 
s=n*+I  
n~-- i  
= (1 -- ~i) (Yn*+l  -- Yn*) -F E (Yn+l -- Yn)" 
n=n *-k l 
___(1-~)1n +;~(1-~1)  r ~p~r+ ~ ;s 
" ( )1 
hi--1 n~--I 
+ ~ in 1+p~(1-~1)  ~ ~pn~+ ~ p~ . 
n=n* + l s=n--k~ 
Using condition (7), we have, by using (*),that 
y~ _< (1 -- ~i) in [1 +p~* (1 -- e'~) ~ (5 - (1 - ~ci) pn*)] 
+ E in l+p~(1- -e  ~'~ 5 -  p~--(1-~' i )p~" 
n=n~-l-1 s=n*-I-1 
_< (ni -- n * -- ~i ) In { l + us--n*1 _ ~i (1-- e V~ )r [ (1-  ~i )pn * ( ~ - (1-  ~i ) pn * ) 
+ E Pn 5-- ps-(1--~i)pn* 
n=n*+l  s=n*+l  
Setting ni - n* - {~ = k + 1, it results in 
{ 1 (1-e~)r  [ (1 -~ i )p~(5- (1 -~)P~)  yn~ < (k + 1)ln 1+~-~ 
n=n*+l  s=n~+l 
x-~rl, i-- 1 Let di = 2..,n=,~*+z P,~ + (1 - ~i)P~. Using the inequality 
z - -  Xs  , 2 Yn Yi = Yn + Y~, 
i=1 \ s= i  / n=l  i=1 \n=l  / n=I  
we get, by using (*), that 
1 
-~)  Pnr+(1-~i)Pn~ E P~+ E p~ P~ k+l  
n=n~--i n=n'~q-1 s=n*+l 
1 5( l _e .~) ,d i  1 ( l _e .~) ,  = (k+ 1)1n l+k+ 1 k+l  
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ni--i 
x (1--~'i)2 p~.+(l_t~:)pn~ E pn +1 P~ 
~=~-i \~=~'+1 
1 6( 1 e~)rd i 1 = (~+l ) ln  l+k+ 1 2(k+ 1)(1-  e°'yd~ 
i (I - e~) ~ p~ + (I - {{) Pn,] 
2(k + 1) L ~=n;+~ 
6 (1 -eVi)rdi I 2 _< (k+l)ln 1+E$- S 2(k+1~ (~-e~)~e{ 
1 (1 - e~lT 1---3----d~} 
2(k + 1) ni n* 
{ 6 (l_e~)~di k+2 ( l _e~)~d~ } <(k+l)in I+~ 2(k+l) 2 " 
]} 1 2 -~  E Pn 
n=n*+l  
Since function 5x(-(k + 2)/2(k + 1))x 2 is increasing when x <_ ((k + 1)/(k + 2))5, the maximum 
point of this function is x = k + lk + 25. 
CASE 1. di <_ (k + 1)/(k + 2). We see 5 >_ 1 from (9), hence, we get 
( 1 ( 2 ) )  y~<(k+l) ln  l+g j~ 5-  (1-e~')" . (16) 
n ! CASE 2. di> (k + 1)/@ + 2). We will prove (16). Choosing n~ e (n* + 1, ni - 1), r/e [ i, n~ + 1) 
such that 
n{--1 ~-1 k+l  k+l  
P~ < k+--5' Z Pn >- k+--~ ' 
n:n~i+ l n:n~ 
and 
~-i k +I  
P~ +P,~; (n:-r l+ l ) -  k + 2" 
n=n~.+ l 
(17) 
Using (11), (13)-(15), and (17), we get 
n=n*-Fl 
n{--1 
+ (~'~ + 1 - ~) (y<+~ - w,) + Z (Y~+~ - Y~) 
n:n~+l 
< (1 - ({) (Y~+I - Y~;) + ln[1 +p~(1 - e~i) ~] + (r / -  n~) ln[1 +pw(1 - e~) ~] 
n _x[ ( 
+ ~ in 1+p~(1-e'IT ~p~ 
n=n[+l  
r~--I 
_< (1-( i ) ln  [l+pn; (1 - eVl) ~] + E 
+ E P~ 
s~n--k~ 
in [l+pn (1 - e'l) r] + (rl - n~)In [l+p,~ (1 - e~l) r] 
n=n* + l 
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[ ( +(n{+l-~)in l+p,e(l-e~)" ~p~;+ ~ p~ 
s=n~-~,~ 
+ ~ In l+p,~(l-e~)" ~pn;+ ~ p~ 
n=n~+l  s=n-kn 
{ ] _<in [l+pn;(1--e'~)r] i-{{ (l+p~(1--eV~) " [l + p,,: (1-- e'~ )"] ' - ' :  
1 +p,~, (1 - e"~) " (SiPs; + E P~ 
N+i-~ 
x + p~ (i - e "~)~ ~pnz 
L"=n~ +i ,k S=n--kn 
_< (n~ -- n~ - ~i)in { 
+p~, (n~ + I - 7/) 




<_(k+l)ln 1-t- ~-~--~ ~r 
n~-]-i 
' hi--1 
s=n~--k~ n=n~+l  
)]} E.  P~ 
8~n--kn 




._i n _l )]} 
n=n~+l s=n--k~ 
= (k+i)in{i+ 
(1 -- e v l )r  
k+l  
p hi--1 
< ~ p~ + ;~:;.~ (~ - ,  + 1) + 
n=n ~-{- i 
n~--i hi--1 
n=n~+l  n=n~+l 
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+ p~: (n~ + 1 - r/) 
n{--1 hi--1 
n=n~+l n=n{+l 
n~--i n{--1 ] ~-i 
P~ + ~-'~ p,~ ~'~ p~ 
~=~'-k , ~=~ +1 ,=,~-k~ J 
-- ]g ~_~ n* ~i ~ Pn "Jr- Pn* ~iPn~ (nti ~- 1 - r]) 
n=n~ + l 
{ ( 51 
< (k+ 1) ln  1+ (1 - e~)~ p~ p~+ 
- k + 1 L~=n{ +1 \~=n*+l s=n-k~ 
p~ + p~: (~ - ~)) 
:n  i --knt ~=nr ~ , 
= (k+ 1)ln 1+ (1 - e~)~ p~ ps+p~(~_n i_ l )  
k + 1 k~=~+ 1 \ . . . .  k~ 
(' )1} 
n i 
+p~, (n{ ÷ 1 - r]) E P~ + P~'~ (~7 - n'i - 1) (using (7)) 
=nl--kn,, 
( 
< (k+l ) ln , J l _ l  - (1 -eV l )  r 
- [ k+l  
a=n~+l s=n~+l 
+P~'~(n~+l--N)(5÷pn~(77-n~--l))]} (using (17)) 





,_1 21} -p ] :  (a - ~ 
now, using (**), we get 
n~--i 
y~, < (k+l ) ln  1+ 6 k+l  p~ 
- k + 1 k + 2 2 \n=n~+l 
1 2 
2 ~ Pn--(n:+l--~7)Pn~ ~ Pn-P2n: (n :÷ l - r ] )2  
n=n~+l n=n~+l 
P~ 
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: (]~@-i)ln{1-~-(1--~Vl)?" I k+l k+i ~E~7 
]} -lP~: (<-'7+i)~2 ' -~i Ep~] 
n{+l J 
(1_~)~ 
_<(k+l ) ln  1+ k+~ 
x 
k+2 
k+l  k+2 
nl -- 1 ~ 2 
I (~  p~ + (n: + 1 - r/)pw ) 2 \n~+l 
)=]} 1 1 ni--i - , p n + ( < + i - - ~ ) p n ,  
2 ni ni \n'+l 
2(r.--n~) kk + 2] 
1 {k+1'~2]  }
2(k + 1) \~--~2 
'<k+i) since n{ - n i _ 
= (k+ 1)ln 1+ 5-2(k+2] ] |  
_< (k+l)in [i + ~-~-~ 
we get (16). So, 
w, < g-g-~,n f~:g 
Letting i --+ +oo, e --+ 0 i we get 
Now, let 
y~. = max{O, y~}. 
(is) 
Thus, Yn <_ Y~. < ul for sufficiently large n. Again, since Aym~-i _< 0, by (10), y~{_l_k.i_ 1 k 0. 
Then, 








:> 1 + (1 - e~)~ E P~ 
8~.?ni-- l -kmi_ 1 
> 1 + 5 (1 - e~t) ~ , 
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and hence, 
e ym* k 1+5(1-e~1)  r.  
Letting i -+ +oo, ¢ ~ 0, one has 
e'_>l+6(1-eU) ~. 
If u # 0, then u > 0. By (18),(20), we get 
(19) 
(20) 
u<6r(6 -1) (eU-1)  r2. (21) 
Let 
It is easy to see that f(0) = 0 and f"(u) <_ O. So f(u) has at most one zero point on (0, +oo). 
On the other hand, by (18), one has u < 6 - 1/2 := u0. Therefore, using (9), it follows that 
1(  1)  6r(e,_l/2 1) r2 
f (~0)  = 6 - [ - 6 - - _> o.  
Hence, f(u) > 0 for u E (0, u0). This contradicts (21). Then, u = 0 and v -- 0 which implies 
limn--++oo yn = 0. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that (8) holds and there is an integer 6 > 0 such that for sufficiently 
large n, 
f i  p~ _< 6 (22) 
holds and 
6(e  5-1/2 - 1) < 1 (23) 
are valid. Then every positive solution of equation (2) tends to 1 as n tends to infinity. 
REMARK 3. Corollary 3 improves the main result in [2]. In fact, if f satisfies e x2/2 = 1 + 1Ix 
which was given in [2] and 6(e ~-1/2 - 1) > 1, then we get e P/~ < e ~-1/2. Hence, (6 - 1/2) 2 < 0. 
This is impossible. 
REMARK 4. It is easy to see that 6 = 1 satisfies (9) for every r > 1. 
4. NONOSCILLAT ION OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we give sufficient conditions that guarantee the solution to satisfy x~ > 1 for 
all n or satisfy 0 < x~ < 1 for all n. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that initial condition (4) satisfies 
l<a<x i</3 ,  i=- r ,  - r+ l , . . . ,0 ,  (24) 
and 
0 ~ Pn ~__ (/3 1) - - - - - -~  1 - a -1/(~+1)(~+2) , n = 0, i , . . .  
hold. Then the solution of equation (1) with condition (24) satisfies x~ > 1 for a11 n. 
PROOF. By (1), we have 
(25) 
• ~ = ~o (i +po (I - ~_ko) ~) _> ~(1 +po (1 - 9) ") 
( 1 (1 c~-i/2) (I-/3)~) al/~. >a 1+({~ 1) ~ - = 
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Again, we can get xl < ft. Now, we suppose that x n > a 1/(n+1) and x= < ft. Then, 
Xn+l = Xn (1 J-Pn (1 - -  $n_k.)  r) > Ol 1 / (n+1)  (1 +p~ (1 - fl)~') 
( (f l -  1 1) ~ ) O~ 1/(n+1) 1 Jr- (I~-oL -1/(n+l)(n+2)) (1--fl)" :a  1/(~+2). 
Also, x~+l < ft. By induction, we have 1 < x~ < fl for all n. 
By a similar method, we get the following. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that initial condition (4) satisfies 
O<~<x/<f l< l ,  i= - - r ,  - r  + 1 , . . . ,0 ,  (26) 
and 
0 < pn < ____~)rl (fl-1/(n+l)(n-F2)_ 1) , n = 0,1,. .. 
- - (1  
hold. Then the solution of equation (1) with condition (26) satisfies 0 < x,~ < 1 for aN n. 
(27) 
5. OSCILLATION FOR EQUATIONS (2) AND (2f 
In this section, we give sufficient conditions that govern every positive solution of (2) or (2)' 
to oscillate about 1. 
THEOREM 6. Assume 
and 
0 < l imin f  ~ Ps=~< (28) 
l imsuppn > ),2k(1 - ~1). (29) 
TI,"~ -F O0 
Then, every positive solution of (2) oscillates about 1. Where A2 is the greater one of two roots of 
the equation Zk(1-A)  = c~/k and #1 is the smaller one of two roots of the equation #(1-#k)  = c~. 
PROOF. The substitution Yn = x~ - 1 transforms (2) into the equation 
Ayn +pn(1  + Yn)Yn-k = O. (30) 
It suffices to prove that every solution {y,~} of (30) satisfying Yn > -1  for n > 0 oscillates about 0. 
Assume for the sake of contradiction, that (30) has a solution {yn} which is either eventually 
positive or eventually negative. 
CASE 1. {Yn} is eventually positive. We will derive a fact that contradicts (29). For this case, 
there is N1 such that Yn-k > 0, Yn > 0 for n > N1. By (30), one gets 
+ pny -k _< 0, n > N1. (31) 
Set 
Ao = l imsup ( P----C-~'~ 1/k . 
n-.+oo \ Pn-k / 
We elaim that 
0 < Ao < A2. 
In ,fact, choose sequence {nj} of integers such that 
(32) 
Yn---2--~  Uk ~ .Xo, 
Ynj-k / 
j - - .  +oo. 
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Set {( } B~=max \y-~-k/  , n-k<s<n-1  . 
Then, by (31), we have 
n-- i  n--1 
- Y~-k Ys / -  B ,~ Y~ / 
s=n--fv s :n - -k  s=n--k 
"k =~_ k --~ ] <- B ~ 1-- \y- -~_k/  ] '  
Since lim supj__.+oo Bnj <_ Ao, then it is easy to obtain 
nj - -  I 
a < lim sup 1 
- j-~+oo g ~ p~ -< (i - Xo)~o ~. 
s=nj - -k  
This and (28) imply (32) holds. Now, we prove that 
lira inf Y,~+I _> #1. (33) 
n ---* + oo Y n 
n--1 In fact, for e E (0, ~), choosing N2 > Ni such that Yn-k > 0 and ( l /k)  ~s=n-k  Ps >-- c~/k - e for 
n > N2. From (31), we have 
n+k 
Yn+l  >-- Y~+k+l  + PsYs -k  >-- Yn+k+l  -}- k --~ -- e Ym n >_ N2.  (34) 
s=n+l  
It follows that 
) - -  e := dl, 
Yn 
Then, Y~+k+l -> d~yn for n > N2. Hence, (34) implies 
n >_N2. 
Yn+l > dl 
- -  := d2, 
y~ - 1 - d k 
n> N2+k. 
Following this iterative procedure, by induction, we have 
Yn+l ;> dl 
y~ - 1 -d  k "-dJ+l '  n>_N2+jk ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . .  





l iminf yn+l _> d(e). 
n---++oo Yn 
From the definition of #, it is easy to prove that liminfc__.0+ d(e) > I~1. Therefore, (33) holds. 
Again, by (31), one gets 
y~-k y~ / 
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it follows that 
l imsupp~ <_ l imsup y~ (1 - l im in f  Yn+l ~ <_ Ak2 (1 - #1), n--*+oc n~+oo Yn--k \ n--*+oo Yn .1 
which contradicts (29). 
CASE 2. {Yn} is eventually negative. For this case, noting the fact that  Yn > -1  for n >_ 0, it is 
easy to prove that lim~-~+oo y~ = 0. In view of (29), we can choose a small number 0 < e < 1 
such that 
(1  - e) l imsuppn > ,k~(1 - #l)- 
n---* -]- O0 
That is, 
l imsupr~ > )~2k(1 -~t l )  , 
7~--'4 - t -~  
where r~ = (1 - e)p~ for n > 0. For this e, since {Yn} is nondecreasing and y~ --+ 0 as n tends to 
infinity. It follows that -e  < y~ < 0 for all sufficiently large n, which together with (30) yields 
Ay,~ + rny~-k >_ O. 
Hence, { -yn} is an eventually positive solution of the inequality 
Azn + r~zn-k < O. 
By a similar method in Case 1, we derive a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
REMARK 5. In [1,8], it was proved that if (3) holds, then every positive solution of (2) oscillate 
about 1. So Theorem 6 improves the results in [1,8]. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the difference quation 
Axn =pn(1  -x~-3)xn ,  n = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . ,  (35) 
where 
Pn = 0.0729, 
Observe that k = 3 and 
n7 ~ j2; Pn=0.57,  n=j2 ,  j= l ,2 , . . . .  
l iminf 0.315. c~ = ,._., Ps = < = 
s=n- -3  
However, from 
,k3( 1 _ A) _ 0.2189 _ 0.0729, # (1 - #3) _- 0.2189. 
3 
We get A2 = 0.9 and #1 = 0.223. It is easy to show that 
,~2(1 - #1) = 0.566 < 0.57 = lira suppn. 
n- - -+- I -~  
Thus, in view of Theorem 6, every positive solution of (2) oscillates about 1. 
THEOREM 7. Assume r > 1. I f  there is A > k -1  lnr  such that 
lira inf [p~ exp (-e~n)] > 0. 
n---+-~ c<) 
Then every positive solution of (2) / oscillates about 1. 
PROOF. By (36), there is N > 0 and Ao C (k_ l lnr ,  A) such that 
p~ > e ~'°~ exp (e~'°~), n > N. 
(36) 
(z7) 
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Set 
¢~ = eA°n, qn = Cne ¢~, l = re -~°k. 
On the other hand, the substitution y,  = x~ - 1 transforms (2)' into 
Ay~ +p~(1 + Y, )Y~-k  = 0. (38) 
It suffices to prove that every solution {y,} of (38) satisfying Yn > -1  for n > 0 oscillates about 
zero. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that (38) has a solution {y~} which is eventually 
positive or eventually negative. 
CASE 1. {Yn} is eventually positive. It is easy to show that y,~ tends to zero as n tends to infinity. 
Choosing N1 > N such that 
1 > Yn > O, 1 > Y~-k > O, n >> N1. 
Then, 
+ r 
Ay~ PnY~-k <- O, 
which implies Y~+I _< Yn for n > N1 and 
A Y~ + qnYn-k <--- O. (39) 
Let z,~ = - lny~ for n > N1 - k. Then, z~ > 0 for n > N1 - k and from (38), we have 
1 - e z~-z~+l > q~e ~n- . . . .  ~, n >_ N1. 
Consequently, we obtain 
/kZn > "~ e z~-rz~-k _ ~ , u _> N1.  (40)  
We consider the following two subcases. 
SUBCASE 1.1. z~ -- r z~-k  < 0 eventually holds. Choosing an integer 5/2 > Nz such that zn - 
rz~-k  <_ 0 for n _> N2. It follows that 
Zn < rCn-k  Zn-k _ l Zn-k 
¢--£- ¢~ ¢~-k  ¢~-k '  n > N2. 
Set w~ = zn /¢n  for n > N2 - k. Then, 
Wn <_ lw~-k,  n > N2. (41) 
Set M = max{wlv~,..., wg2+k+l}. Then, (41) implies that 
w~ <_ M1 [(~-g2)/k], 
where Ix] denotes the greatest integer less or equal to x. Hence, wn tends to zero as n tends to 
infinity. This shows that there exists Ns > max{N2, e x°- l} such that 
1 
z~ < 1 - -~¢~,  n _> g~. (42) 
From (40) and (42), we have 
Azn >_ qn e-(r-1)z~-k > qne -(v-1)¢n-k/( l+r) > qn e-(r-1)¢~/(l+~) 
= Cne ¢~2/(1+~) > ¢~ = e )'°~ > Aone 
usingxe x + l > e x for x > O 
> AoeA°¢n >_ ACn,  ?% >_ N3. 
It follows that z~ > ¢~ + zN~ - CY~ for n > Na which contradicts (42). 
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SUBCASE 1.2. There is a sequence {n~} of integers with N3 < nl < ' . -  < n~ < ... such that 
Zn~ --rZn~-k > 0 for /  = 1,2, . . .  which together with (40) implies that 
1 > q~eZ~-rz~ -k > qn~ > 1, i = 1, 2, . . . .  
This is a contradiction. 
CASE 2. {Yn} is eventually negative. 
1 > e > 0, Ao E (k- l lnr , /k) ,  and N4 > N3 such that 
and 
By (37), it is easy to see {Yn} tends to zero. Choosing 
(1 - e)pn >_ e )~°n exp (e~°n) , n > N4 (43) 
-e  < Yn < 0, n _> N4. (44) 
1 = re -~°k. 
Let 
Cn=e ~°n, qn=¢ne 4~, 
Then, by (38), we get 
Ay n _~ r > 0, rnYn-k _ 
where rn = (1 - e)pn for n > N4, and (43) implies 
n > N4, (45) 
ayn + qnY -k > 0, (46) 
which shows that {-Yn} is a positive solution of the inequality 
AZn + r < O. qnZn-k __ 
By a similar method in Case 1, we derive a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the following difference quation 
Axn : cexp  (e ~n) Xn (1 - Xn-k)  r ,  n : 0 ,1 , . . . ,  (47) 
where c > 0, k a positive integer, r > 1 a ratio of two odd integers. By Theorem 7, every positive 
solution of (47) oscillates about 1 if/k > k -1 lnr. 
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